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We give estimates for the minimum number of generators for the intersection of two subgroups 
A and B of a surface group in terms of the number of generators A and B. We give similar 
estimates for the intersection of two closed surface groups in certain Kleinian groups. A geo- 
metrical proof of B. Baumslag’s theorem in J. London Math. Sot. 41 (1966) is given in Section 4. 
Introduction 
For a group G, the number IG 1 (E (0) U N U {m}) denotes the minimal number 
of generators of G. A group G is said to have the finitely generated intersection 
property (for short FGIP) if the intersection of every pair A, B of finitely generated 
(fg) subgroups of G is finitely generated. Howson [6] proved that free groups F have 
the FGIP. In fact, he proved that, for every pair of fg subgroups A, B of F, 
IA~BIIIAIIB(+(IAI-~)((BI-~). N eumann [7] improved this result, proving 
(A fl B I I 2(lA I - l)(l B I - 1) + 1 if A 0 B # { l}. These results imply that there exists 
a function on IA I and I B I giving an upper bound not only for IA n B 1 but also for 
all IA ‘tl B'I , where A ‘, B’ are arbitrary subgroups of G with IA ‘I I IA I, 1 B’I I I B I. 
Definition. Let 9 be a set of fg subgroups of G. We say that a map f: N x iN+tN 
is an intersection estimatefunction (or IE-function) for G (resp. for g) if f (m’, n’) I 
f(m, n) for all 1 Sm’sm, 1 <n’s m, and if for all fg subgroups A, B of G (resp. 
for all A, BES) with AnB#{l}, JAflBIsf(lAI,IB~). 
The map f defined by f(m, n) = 2(m - l)(n - 1) + 1 is an IE-function for free 
groups. 
Greenberg [4] proved that the fundamental group of every connected surface S 
has the FGIP. We will give an IE-function for xi(S). If either S is non-compact or 
X3 is non-empty, then rci(S) is a free group, so that it has the IE-function given as 
above. So we consider the case where S is closed. In the case where the Euler 
characteristic x(S)zO, then 5’ is either S2 or P2 or T2 or the Klein bottle. There- 
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fore, for each subgroup A of ni(S), IA 1 I 2, so the constant map f(m, n) = 2 is an 
IE-function for n,(S). Let AD(r) = 4nsinh2(+r) denote the area of a hyperbolic disk 
of radius r, see [2, Theorem 7.2.2.(i)]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that S is a closed, connected surface with x(S)<O. Then the 
map f: M x iN -+ N defined byf(m, n) = 20700(m - l)(n - 1) + 1 is an ZE-function for 
n*(S). 
Hempel [5] proved that every geometrically finite Kleinian group r of the second 
kind has the FGIP. If rcontains no elliptic or parabolic elements, then the quotient 
M= IH3/T is an open hyperbolic 3-manifold such that the smallest, closed convex 
core C(M) of M is compact. Let D(M) denote the diameter of C(M), and let L(M) 
be the infimum of the lengths of all closed geodesics in M. Since C(M) is compact, 
L(M) > 0. A non-trivial subgroup A of zl(M) (= ZJ is called a closed (orientable) 
surface group if there exists a rr,-injective map f: S-tM such that f*(nl(S))=A, 
where S is a closed, connected, orientable surface. We denote by Ythe set of all 
closed surface groups in xi(M). 
Theorem 2. Every geometrically finite Kleinian group r of the second kind without 
elliptic or parabolic elements has an ZE-function f for .Y which depends only on 
D(M) and L(M). 
We denote by W(r) the volume of a 3-ball in IH3 of radius r>O. Let [ -1 : R-tZ 
denote the greatest integer function. The proof of Theorem 2 implies that the map 
f defined by f(m, 1) = f( 1, n) = 1, and for all m, n 2 2, 
f (m, n) = 
WUW) JWd(mN Wd(nN + 2 
71 vB(+L(M))2 I 
is an IE-function for 9, where 
d(k) = 
4x(k - 2) 
L(M) 
+ D(M) + +L(M) + 1) 
for all kz2. 
It is not hard to extend this result so that an IE-function is defined for the set 
of closed surface groups in r which also contains the elements defined by non- 
orientable surfaces. 
Even in the case where r contains parabolic elements, we can prove a result 
similar to Theorem 1 for the set 9 of all proper surface groups in ni(M) without 
accidental parabolic elements. But both our proof and IE-function for 9 are rather 
complicated, so we omit them. 
Baumslag [l] proved that if two groups G and H have the FGIP, then their free 
product G*H again has the FGIP. We will give a geometrical proof of this result. 
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Theorem 3. The free product G+H of two groups G, H with FGIP also has the 
FGIP. Furthermore if G and H have IE-functions fo, fH, then the map f: b-4 x
N + N defined by f (m, n) = (lS(m - l)(n - 1) + 1). max{ fo(m, n), fH(m, n)} is an ZE- 
function for G*H. 
Our proofs of the above theorems are based on the arguments in Gersten [3] and 
Stallings [9]. In [3] and [9], they gave alternative proofs of Howson’s result [6] by 
using graph theoretic techniques. And we learned from Hempel’s paper [5] that 
these arguments are applicable to certain non-free groups. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, we present proofs of a few facts concerning 2-dimensional hyper- 
bolic geometry which we need to prove our theorems. 
The hyperbolic 2-plane IH* is identified with U= (z E C : Im z> 0} with metric 
ds* = Idz l’/(Im z)*. A Fuchsian group TCPSL2(lR) acts on IH* isometrically and 
properly discontinuously. We only consider the case where r contains no parabolic 
or elliptic elements, so S= lH2/T is a closed, orientable hyperbolic surface. For a 
p>O, let W,, be the subset of S consisting of the points x such that there exist 
homotopically non-trivial, rectifiable loops passing through x and of length <p. 
According to [ll, Theorem 21, the following holds: 
If~<2log(l+fi)=1.7627..., then for each S as above, Wfl (called the p-thin part 
of S) consists of mutually disjoint open annuli. (1) 
From now on, we always assume that ~=0.835 <21og(l+ 1/2>. The reason for 
setting ~=0.835 is that the leading coefficient of IE-functions fp obtained by the 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 in Section 2 is conjectured to have the least 
value at some p with 0.83<@<0.84. 
Every closed orientable surface S of negative Euler characteristic is divided into 
2g- 2 parts Pi homeomorphic to the complement of the interiors of mutually 
disjoint, three disks in the 2-sphere, where g=genus(S). Let (rl, a2,a3 be mutually 
disjoint, non-parallel simple arcs in Pi each of which connects distinct components 
of aPi. The closures of the components of Pi - a, U a2 U a3 are hexagons. We equip 
these hexagons with hyperbolic structures so that they are isometric to the right- 
angled, regular hexagon. These hyperbolic structures determine that on S. Then the 
following is easily proved: 
The length of each rectifiable, non-contractible loop in S is not less than 2j,, where 
jo=2cosh-‘(cos+n/sintn)= 1.3169... is the length of each edge of the right- 
angled regular hexagon, see [2, Theorem 7.11.3.(i)]. (2) 
If S is non-orientable, then S admits a hyperbolic structure such that the pull- 
backed metric on its orientable double covering defines a structure as in (2). There- 
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Fig. 1 
fore the length of each non-contractible, rectifiable loop in S is not less than j,. 
From now on, we suppose that S (or its orientable double covering) admits a 
hyperbolic structure as in (2). Since &p<<j,, we have the following: 
For any point z E S, the &-neighborhood of z in S is an embedded disk. (3) 
This fact will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let A be a finitely generated, non-cyclic subgroup of z,(S) and let p : s”-+S be 
the covering associated to A. We denote by K the smallest convex core of s, that 
is, K is a compact subsurface of s with geodesic boundary and such that each 
component of S-K is an open annulus. 
For each component bi of JK, let C, be the &collar of bi meeting K, i.e. it is 
the half of the normal bundle of bi in Smeeting K and such that the length of each 
(half) fiber is &u. In general, CifJ Cj # 0 even if bin bj = 0. The &wrzaff part VP,4 
in K is the intersection KflP, where P is the union of fibers in Ci’s meeting other 
fibers in Cj’s (possibly Ci = Cj) and the +p-large part XD14 of K is the closure of 
K-Kfl Vp,4, see Fig. 1. 
When K is orientable, let dK be the double of K along its boundary. Then the 
double d Vp,4 of Vp,4 along aKfl Vpi4 is contained in the p-thin part of dK. So Vpj4 
has at most 3g - 3 components, where g = genus(dK). When K is non-orientable, let 
q : Z?-+K be the orientable double covering. Since the covering transformation t acts 
on R isometrically, r(U k ~7~) = U k Ck and hence q ‘<U i Ci> = U k Ck, where Ck are 
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the $collars of the components of c?K. So we have vP,4 = q- ‘(VP,,), where vP,4 
is the +p-small part of K. 
Let (r, x) be the coordinate for IH2 about a geodesic line L, so that r is the 
distance from L and x is the height at the projection to L, see Fig. 2. It is well-known 
or easily proved from the definition of IH2 that 
ds2 = dr2 + cosh2 r dx2 
and so that the area form is dA = cash r dr dx. 
d-neighborhood N(l,d) in a hyperbolic surface 
length 1 is 
the hyperbolic metric is 
Thus the area of the (embedded) 
of a closed, simple geodesic g of 
AN(1, d) = cash r dr = 21 sinh d, 
-d 
see Fig. 2. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that W is the f,u-neighborhood of Vfl,4 in K. Then 
ciArea(W)<Area(K), where cl = 2.0478. 
Proof. By the above argument, we may assume that K is orientable. For each com- 
ponent Vj of VP14, let Wj be the &-neighborhood of VP14 in K. Let a be the angle 
of the two corners of Vj contained in int K, see Fig. 3. The closure of Wj- Vj is 
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divided into six pieces Bi (i= 1,2,3,4) and Dk (k= 1,2) as illustrated in Fig. 3, 
where each Bi is isometric to the upper half of the fundamental domain for 
N(~,LL, f,~) as in Fig. 2 and each Dk is a fan-shaped (rc - a)/2~t disk of radius &u. 
Then we have 
Area = +AN(&u, $u) = +pusinh($p), 
71-a 
Area = x AD(+p) =2(x - a)sinh2($p). 
By [l, Theorem 7.17.l.(ii)], cash s=cosh(+p)sin(+a), where s is the distance 
between the bary-center Xj of Vj and X. Therefore we have 
or 
sin(+a) = 
coshs 1 
cash(+) 
> 
cash(+) ’ 
a>2sin-’ 
LshLJ 
=ao=2.72709.... 
By the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, Area( Vj) = 2(x - a) and hence 
Area( Wj) = ~(TC - a)( 1 + 2sinh2(+p)) + psinh($p) 
< 2(n - ao)( I+ 2sinh2(+p)) + psinh(+y) = do = 1.02270.. . . 
Since genus(dK) = g, Area(K) =fArea(dK) = 2n(g - 1). Since Area(W) = Cj 
Area(Wj)<3(g- l)d,,, 
Area(K) 
> 2” =2.04789... >c,. 
Area(W) 3do 
This completes the proof. 0 
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If q : s^-+sis the covering such that s^ has the compact convex core K with geodesic 
boundary, then q(@cK. Let VP,, be the $small part of K and let ti be the 
$neighborhood of vfi,, in K. 
Lemma 5. qpl(Vp,JC IQ. 
Proof. For each XEK such that q(x) E Vfl14, there exist two arcs a,, o2 in K of 
length I fp such that y = al f7 a2 = aa, n aa, is a single point in int K and q(x) E 
al U a2 and such that each ai meets aK orthogonally in a single point. Let p be the 
component of q-‘(al Ua,)fll? that contains x. If /3 does not contain any points in 
q-‘(y), then p is an arc of length <fp connecting boundary points of K, so that 
XE vp,4~ I@. If p contains a point z of q-‘(y), then ZE pP,4 and hence XE l@. 0 
Lemma 6. Suppose that N= Nfl,4(X& is the +p-neighborhood of Xfl,4 in $. Then 
Area(N)<c2Area(K), where c2=2 + 12sinh2($)=2.53055 . . . . 
Proof. As in Lemma 4, we may assume that K is orientable. For each component 
ei of amx,,,, let Ei (resp. F;) be the &-collar neighborhood of ei in K (resp. 
s- int K). We set E = U i Ei and F = U ; Fi . Since int EiU int Ej = 0 and each Ei is 
isometric to Fi, Area(F) =Area(E)<Area(K). Let Dj be the disks of radius f,n 
and with the corners of XPj4 -E as their centers. The number of such disks is at 
most 6g - 6 = (3/rc)Area(K). Since, for each Djy Area = 4nsinh2($p) and since 
KUFU (lJj Dj) contains N, we have 
Area(N) <Area(K) + Area(F) + (3/n)Area(K) .4nsinh2($,u) 
< (2 + 12sinh2(ap))Area(K). 
This completes the proof. 0 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
For any connected topological space F homotopic to a finite polyhedron P, let 
x(F) ( =x(P)) denote the Euler characteristic of F. 
Let K be a connected, CW-complex, and for i = 1,2, let J;: : (Ki, *i)‘(K, *) be a 
continuous map. The pullback off,, f2 is the map f: (K,, *,,)+(K, *) such that 
Ka={(xi,x2)~KixK2; fi(xi)=_M.G), *o=(*I, *A and for all (XI,XZ)EKO, 
f(x,, x2) =fi(x,) =f2(x2). It is well known or easy to prove that, if both fi : Kirk 
are coverings, then for the component Co of K. containing x0, j-10, : C,+K is the 
covering associated to (fi)*(nl(Kl))n(f2)*(n1(K2)). 
Proof of Theorem I 
Let Ai,A, be fg subgroups of 7ci(S) with A,flA,#{l}. If either IAil= or 
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IA21 = 1, then the proof is obvious, so we may assume that IAll, lA21> 1. Let 
pi : &+S be the covering associated to Ai for i= 1,2, and let Ki be the smallest, 
closed convex core of S;:. Since S;: contains no CUSPS, Ki is compact. By the Gauss- 
Bonnet Theorem, Area = - 2nX(Ki) = 2n(IAi I - 2) if aKi = 0 and Area = 
27t(lAil - 1) if aKi# 0. Let I be the geodesic loop in S representing a non-trivial 
element of A, ftA,. We may assume that the base point * of S is in 1. Since the lift 
4 of I to S;. is contained in Ki, the base point Xi of S;. is also contained in Ki. Let 
p : K,+S be the pullback of plIK, and p21K, and let CO be the component of K, 
containing the base point. Then we have: 
Any non-trivial element y of A, r)Aa is represented by a loop I in S such that 13 * 
and I - { *} is a geodesic arc. Since the lift 4 of 1 to $ is contained in Ki, there exists 
the loop & in Co containing the base point and such that f,(k)= 1. Therefore 
p*(nl(Co))=A1flA,. We can regard polco: Co-S as the restriction of the cover- 
ing q : S-S associated to At nA,, so Co is the compact core of ,?. Here we show 
that: 
Co is convex in 9. (4) 
Note that the following diagram is commutative and all the maps are coverings: 
41 - ccs-s 0 1 
qzl pz i PI 
s2 --S 
For any x in aCo, there exists a small open disk U, in s with center x such that, if 
either (i) q1 (x) E dK, and q2(x) E int K2 or (ii) ql(x) E int K, and q2(x) E aK2, then 
(U,, U,fl Co) is locally isometric to a neighborhood of y in (IH2, P), and if q1 (x) E 
8K1 and q2(x) E dK2, then (U,, U,tl Co) is locally isometric to a neighborhood of y 
in (lH2, Pfl Q), where P, Q are half planes in IH2 with dP, JQsy. Therefore Co is 
convex in S: 
By (4), the smallest, closed convex core C(g) of s is contained in Co. Let _4 be 
a maximal set of disks in S of radius $@ whose interiors are mutually disjoint. 
By (3) in Section 1, any element of /1 is an embedded disk in S. By the maximahty, 
the union of elements of the sets of disks of radius $@ concentric with disks in /1 
covers S. Let lli (resp. /lo) denote the set of all disks D in S;: (resp. g) such that 
pi(D) (resp. q(D)) belongs to /1. All elements of /li or /1, are embedded disks with 
mutually disjoint interiors. We denote by Vi, Xi, JVi the +small part, the $p-large 
part, the Gp-neighborhood of Xi in pi respectively. For a set X, let #(X) denote 
the number of elements of X. If we set /1,*= {DEA,: DC~i}, then #(/li*)I 
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Area(N,)/AD(&p). Let Vc be the $p-small part of C(s”> and let W, be the fp- 
neighborhood of V, in C(g). Let Me be the ap-neighborhood of the closure R of 
C(g) - We in sand let AZ = {DE&: DcM,}. Let 0 (resp. 0 *) be the set of disks 
of radius +P in s” concentric with disks in A, (resp. A$). 
The union of elements of O* covers R. (5) 
Since the union of elements of 0 covers s”, for each XE R, there exists DE 0 with 
XE D. The distance d(x, y) between x and the center y of D is at most +p. Let 
D’E& be the element concentric with D. Since, for each z E D’, d(x, z) I d(x, y) + 
d(y, z)s+p, so DIEA,* and DE@*. 
By Lemma 5, qi(R)CX; and hence qi(MO)CNi for i= 1,2. Therefore we have 
#to*)= #(A,*)5 #(AT). #(A2*)% 
Area(N,) 
ADS ’ 
By (5) and Lemma 6, 
Area(R) 5 # (0 *)AD(&) < 
c~AD(~~)Area(K,)Area(K,) 
ADS . 
By Lemma 4, 
Area(C($) < 5 Area(R) < csArea(K,)Area(K,), 
1 
where cs = c,c~AD(+~)/(c, - l)Ao(&~)~. Here we note that 27~s = 20695.30.. . < 
20700. By the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem, Area(C($)= -27t~(C(g))=2n(lArtl 
A,( - 2) if X($)=0 and Area(C(g))= 2x((A, nA,( - 1) if X(g)#0. Therefore we 
have either 
or 
IA,nA2~~2~c3(~A1~-2)(~A2j-2)+2. 
This completes the proof. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
First we briefly introduce some notation from 3-dimensional hyperbolic geometry 
which we use in this section. We refer to [lo, Chapter 81 for details. 
Throughout this section, S and A4 denote respectively a complete hyperbolic 
surface and a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold. 
A closed subset 1 of S is a lamination if it consists of mutually disjoint, simple 
geodesics (called leaves of A). If Area(S) < 03, then Area(S) = Area@ - ,I) and S - ,I 
is a finite union of open, connected surfaces d r, . . . . A, whose ends consist of the 
finite number of geodesics and cusps. A locally pathwise-isometric map f : CA4 is 
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pleated if there exists a lamination J, (called a bending locus) in S such that (i) for 
each leaf 1 of A, f(l) is a geodesic in M, (ii) for each component di of S - I, f(di) 
is totally geodesic in M, and (iii) for any neighborhood U of each point in A, f(U) 
is not totally geodesic in M. The image f(S) is called a pleated surface in M. 
Let r be a geometrically finite Kleinian group of the second kind. Here we sup- 
pose that r does not contain any elliptic or parabolic elements. In this case, r 
geometrically finite means that C(M) is compact, so the diameter D(M)< 00, where 
M= IH3/T. We say that r is of the second kind if X(M) is non-empty. If 
Vol(C(M))>O, then each component of &Z(M) is a pleated surface in M. 
Let a be a geodesic arc of finite length in S. For E > 0, the e-belt for a is the image 
of an immersion f: [ - 1, l] x [0, R]-+S such that (i) f({O} x [0, R]) = cr and (ii) for 
each t E [0, I?], f([ - 1, l] x {t}) is the geodesic arc meeting a orthogonally and the 
lengths of f([ - 1,0] x {t}) and f([O, 11 x {t}) are equal to +e. 
Let f : A --+A4 be a locally isometric immersion from a connected, open subset d 
of S onto a totally geodesic surface in M. A unit block on f(A) is the image of an 
immersion F: A x [0, 11-M such that, for each x E d, F(x, 0) =f (x) and F((x} x 
[0, 11) is a geodesic arc of length 1 meeting f(A) orthogonally. For a compact sub- 
space X of a metric space Y and r> 0, we set N,.(X) = {y E Y: dist(X, y) 5 r}. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
Let A,, A, be closed surface groups in xi(M) with A, nA,# { l}, and let 
pi : STi+M be the covering associated to Ai for i= 1,2. Let p : &,+A4 (resp. 
qi : h;lo*h;l,) be the covering of M (resp. ZG?i) associated to A,nA2. Since 
A 1 flA,# {l}, as in Theorem 1, we may assume that the base points Xi E h;li are 
contained in C(~i). This convex core C(Mi) is homeomorphic to S@) x [0, 11, where 
rcl(S(‘))~:Aj. (In the degenerate case, C(Mi) is totally geodesic surface in n;r,.) We 
set aC(~i) = Sj”U Sf’. For each point x of C(n;r,), there exists a geodesic arc (x in 
C(M) of length SD(M) connecting pi(x) with a point in X(M). Let 6CMi be the 
lift of a with 653x. If df7aC(Mi) =0, then pi(C(~i)) would not be contained in 
C(M), a contradiction. Therefore, for each point x of C(~i), there exists a point 
z in aC(n;i,) such that dist(x, z)sD(M). 
Let p, q be two points in S(” such that dist(p, q) is equal to the diameter d of Sy’. 
Let a be the shortest arc in $) connecting p with q. Since L(Gi)ZL(M), +L(M)- 
belt B for a is an embedded rectangle. Since Area(B) >+dL(M) and since 
Area(S,(‘))= -2n~(Sj(i))=2n(lAij -2), d<4n(lAiI -2)/L(M). We set 
4x ,Ji= - 
L(M) 
(IAil -2)+D(M)+~L(M)+ 1. 
Let Ni (resp. Ne) be the +L(M)-neighborhood of N,(C(h;li)) (resp. Ni(C(&&))). 
For two points PjE Sy’ (j= 1,2), Ni is contained in Nd,Jp1)UNd,@2). Hence 
VOl(Ni)<2I’B(di). AS in Theorem 1, No is contained in Nh, where p0 : Nh+M is 
the pullback of pi 1 N, : Ni+M (i = 1,2). Let /1 be a maximal set of balls of radius 
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+L(A4) in M whose interiors are mutually disjoint. Let /li (resp. /lo) be the set of 
balls D in & (resp. A&) such that pi(D) (resp. p(D)) belongs to ,4. Let O* denote 
the set of all balls in A.& of radius L(M) which meet N,(C(A&)) and are concentric 
with some balls in /lo. Since qi(N,(C(A?O)))~N,(C(A?j)), we have qi(No)CNi. 
We show that, for each D’E /lo concentric with some DE 0 *, qi(D’) is contained 
in Ni. 
Let c be the center of both D’ and D. Since Dfl N,(C(&&)) #0, 
dist(c, N1(C(&&))) IL(M). For any point y in D’, dist(y, N,(C(i’&))) I dist(y, c) + 
dist(c, N1 (C(&J)) sfL(M) + L(M) <+L(M). Thus we have D’c N, and hence 
qi(D’)cNj. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, 
VOWI <CC&>>> 5 ~~(~(~))Vol(N,)Vol(N,) <4R vB(+L(M))2 - ’ 
where R = I/B@(M)) VB(d,)VB(d2)/VB(+L(A4))2. We need to consider the fol- 
lowing two cases: 
Case 1. A1nAZ is a free group. 
If IA, fiA2) = 1, then the proof is obvious. If \A, flAzJ > 1, then C(i%&,) is a solid 
handlebody and S, = IX(@,) is a closed, connected pleated surface. (In the dege- 
nerate case, C(&?,,) is a totally geodesic surface with geodesic boundary B. So we 
consider that So-+C(A&,) is a 2-fold branched covering branched over B.) Let &, be 
the bending locus for S, and let &,--A =dl U ..* Ud,. Let Bj be the unit block on 
dj such that Bifl int C(&) = 0. Since C@$) is convex, Bjfl Bk = 0 for j # k. Since 
Ur= 1 Bj C Nl (C(Mo)) and since VOl(Bj) > Area( Area(&) < Es=, VOl(Bj) = 
Vol(u~,, Bj) 5 Vol(N,(C(tio))). Since C(@,) is a solid handlebody, 2jA, fM,J = 
Inl(So)(. Thus we have 2n(2(Al&l,I-2)14R and hence (A,nA,Is(R/n)+ 1. 
Case 2. Al nA, is not a free group. 
In this case, X(&&J consists of two closed pleated surfaces S1, S2 and 
IAlflA2( = (nl(S,)( = (7c1(S2)(. As in Case I, Area(S1)+Area(S2)<Vol(N,(C(&,))). 
Therefore we have 2.2~@~nA~l-2)~4R, so that IA,fbl,Is(R/x)+2. This 
completes the proof. 0 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
In this section, we give a geometrical proof of Baumslag’s Theorem in [I 1. In the 
proof of Theorem 3, we use the GruSko’s Theorem that, for two fg groups A and 
B, (A *B ( = (A ( + [B (. This algebraic fact is also proved geometrically by Stallings [S]. 
Proof of Theorem 3 
Let G and H be groups with FGIP. We may assume that both G and Hare finitely 
generated. Let KG, KH be connected CW-complexes with xl(&)= G, n,(KH)zH. 
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Let CY be an arc connecting KG with KH. The fundamental group of the union 
K = KoU aU KH is isomorphic to G *H. We suppose that the base point * of K is 
contained in int (Y. Let A 1, A, be fg subgroups of G *H. For d= 1,2, let pd : xd+K 
be the covering associated to Ad and let *dEKd be the base point. Let Cd be the 
finite union of components of pi ‘(KG U KH) and pi ‘(a) such that 
Cd is connected, (6) 
*de Cd, (7) 
i*(zi(Cd)) = ni(Kd), where i : cd+& is the inclusion, (8) 
Cd contains the least number of components among all unions satisfying 
(6)-(B) (9) 
We set 
c,=(U~,M,(“)U(US,=,a~)), c, = (US= 1 M-j’29 u CIJ f = 1 aj2’>, 
where M!d’ are components of pi ‘(KG U KH) and aid) are 
Let p. : (ko, *o)+(K, *) be the pullback of pII,-, and p21c,, 
components of pi ‘(a). 
and let qd : Co-Cd be 
the base preserving map such that p. =pl oql =p20q2. Let Do denote the com- 
ponent of Co containing *o. 
For a non-trivial element y of A I flA2, let 1 be a reduced loop in K containing * 
and representing y. Here I reduced means that 
for each component p of I- { * > , the closure j? is a loop representing a non-trivial 
element of either G or H. (10) 
Let E; be the lift of 1 containing *d. By (8) and (lo), 4 is contained in Cd. There- 
fore there exists a loop lo in Do such that po(lo) = 1. Thus we have @o)*(rr,(Do)) = 
Ai n A,. Note that Do is contained in (U, j~i(l) xMj(2)) U (Uk,, a!) x aj2’). For 
every component Q of Don (A@‘) xMi(2)) is the component of the pullback of two 
coverings pi 1 M;tj : i’@“+ KF and Pj 1 M(z) : Mj (2)+KF, where F is either G or H. Since 
F has the FGIP, ~~(Q)~(P~)*(n~~~~l)))n(p~)*(n,(M,(Z))) is finitely generated, 
where the base points of Mi (l) Mc2) are chosen suitably. Note that Do has at most , 
st edges, which are the diagonals of the rectangles a!) x a?), connecting the 
components Q’s as above. Therefore rrl(Do) is finitely generated, so that G *H has 
the FGIP. 
Now we suppose that both G and H have IE-functions fG, fH. Here we note 
that, in general, the number of arcs aid’ as above is not bounded by any function 
On lAdi* 
Let &‘cd-uk int aid’ for d = 1,2. We say that a component My’ of Sd is non- 
trivial if either x~(M~(~‘) # (l} or there exists at least three arcs aid’ with M!d’fl 
oAd) k * * 0 Let Nd be the union of all non-trivial components in sd. The closufe of 
each component of the complement of Nd in Cd is called a beaded edge. Let rd be 
the quotient space obtained from Cd by shrinking all components of Sd into single 
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0 -** vertex of r d 
l *** component of r(Sd - Nd) 
Fig. 4. 
points. Let r : Cd-r, be the quotient map. We can consider that r, is a l-graph by 
setting the union of vertices of rd=r(Nd). Then each edge of I-, is the image of a 
beaded edge of C,, see Fig. 4. 
Let Ed be the set of edges of r,. The vafency of a vertex u of r, is the number 
of edges e of r, with de3 u. Let V, Cd) be the set of vertices of r, of valency 5 2, Vid’ 
the set of vertices of valency 23, and E, @) the set of e E Ed such that at least one 
end of e is a vertex of q). Since each Mi(d) with r(Mi(d’) E V’id) has the non-trivial 
fundamental group, by GruSko’s Theorem we have # ( V,@))I lAdl - InI( and 
hence 
-X(rd)=ln,(rd)l-iIIAdl-#(V;(d))-i. (11) 
Since each component of Vi@ contributes at least + to #(E,‘@) > 
#(V@‘)Z+#(E(~)) 2 3 1 . (12) 
Since - x(Td) = #(Ed) - # (V[“‘) - # (Vi”‘), by (11) and (12) we have f # (Ey’) + 
#(Ed - Eid)) I IAd I- 1 and hence 
#(&)~3(tA,j - 1). (13) 
The closure of a component of U, c$” -p; ‘( *) meeting non-trivial Mi(d’ is called 
a coupler of AI?) see Fig 5 I ’ . . 
By (13), the number of couplers in C, is at most 6(lAdl - 1). Since each beaded 
edge e, in C, has the trivial fundamental group, for each component I?~ of 
qd ‘(ed) ITO,, qd Ic is a topological embedding. Hence & is a beaded edge in De. 
Let Q, be any component of D,n(A4~1)xMJ’z’), where M~“cN, and MJ’2’cN2. 
Thus we have: 
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- . . . coupler 
Fig. 5. 
If e. be a beaded edge in Do connecting mutually adjacent Q, and Q, as above, 
then both ends of qd(eo) are contained in couplers in C,. Therefore the number of 
these beaded edges in Do is at most 36(IAiI - l)(IAzl - 1)/2= lB(IA,I - l)(IA,I - 1). 
Hence the number of Qu’s is at most lB(IAi1 - l)(lA,I - 1) + 1. Therefore we have: 
I~1(D~)15U8(m- l)(n- I)+ l>max{fc(m,n),fH(m,n)}, 
where m = IAll and n = IA21. This completes the proof. 0 
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